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Malcolm Peake may not earn his living from golf. He may not even get the opportunity to play his beloved Temple Golf Club as often as he might want, but Malcolm Peake’s enthusiasm for the game and particularly for the manner in which golf courses are maintained is second to none. You can also be sure that his knowledge of greenkeeping doesn’t suffer by comparison when measured against the top Course Managers in the country.

A Natural Course For Golf is Malcolm’s second book, his Confessions of a Chairman of Green, also published by the STRI, received much acclaim when it was launched in 2001.

This time Malcolm has dragooned some of his friends and associates from the golf industry as well as some of his celebrity friends from Temple Golf Club into contributing to a book which looks at all aspects of the game and in particular the maintenance of the course.

A heavyweight group of star names endorsed the book including Sir Michael Bonallack OBE, who wrote the foreward, and Mickey Walker, Colin Montgomerie and Nick Faldo all of whom welcome what Malcolm has achieved.

The range of information contained in the book is impressive and a copy placed somewhere in the club lounge or reading room might just have some long term benefits. Malcolm is to be commended for his enthusiasm and tenacity in compiling “A Natural Course For Golf”.

The book is available from the STRI Priced £19.95 plus p&p. Tel: Linda Gallagher on 01274 518908 or visit the STRI Website, www.stri.co.uk, and follow the links to the Bookshop.